Risk &
reward
Riza Tansu has gambled again, this time with his on spec 43.7m Cyclone.
And he has another sure-fire winner on his hands, says Sam Fortescue
P h o t o g r a p h y – J e f f B r o w n /B r e e d M e d i a

c o v e r

“I

t’s not your money unless you make it
yourself,” says Riza Tansu. “If someone
helps you make it, you are indebted to
them and they can take it away.” The
designer and builder of the eponymous
Tansu Yachts is explaining his
philosophy of wealth, and lamenting
the fact that some of his richer
acquaintances are not free to spend it.
He is a self-confessed gambler,
Tansu. And we are sitting aboard the
floating proof of it. The 43.7 metre
Cyclone that he both designed and built
at his yard in Tuzla, Istanbul, was made
on spec with his own money. This gleaming military-styled boat is the latest
of four projects into which Tansu has sunk his personal resources. In a
pattern that has repeatedly paid off, he finances the next big leap in size and
design by ploughing in the profits from the previous design.
It is a strategy that has brought him from furniture design, via a wildly
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C Y C L O N E

successful restaurant and bar in Istanbul (“with a plane hanging from the
ceiling!”) to yacht design. “I decided to do something very different,” he
explains. “I would build a boat and if it works, it works.” That was 20 years
and 24 projects ago, and the reputation of Tansu Yachts now speaks for itself.
This latest “gamble”, christened Cyclone, looks to be no exception, as there
is already strong interest from potential owners, according to Tansu. “Part
of the thrill for me is going ‘all in’ on a new design,” he grins. “I hope one day
I will have one not to sell, but it hasn’t happened yet. I had hoped to have this
boat for a little longer…” He trails off, but the meaning is clear. Even as a selfmade man, the business makes demands on him.
Tansu Yachts’ pared-down naval exterior has become Riza Tansu’s calling
card, and is now imitated by many. “He sent me his design and said, ‘the most
important thing in this concept is the curved transition line in the hull’,” says
Hans-Maarten Bais, of Diana Yacht Design, which did the naval architecture
for Cyclone. “All the rest of the boat, everything is vertical, diagonal or
horizontal. At every step, everything was done to keep that line as unbroken
as possible from bow to stern.”
True, the lines on Cyclone have been slightly tweaked from the previous
boat in the range, Sexy Fish – the “step” in the sheer line has been ironed out
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into a long curve. But what is unexpected, when you step aboard, is the
extraordinary contrast between the hard, aggressive lines outside, and the
warmth of the interior design. For a moment, it is totally bewildering.
Stepping in, out of the wintry Tuscan rain, it takes a while to figure out
what is going on. One moment you are standing on a teak deck framed by
almost military lines in DuPont grey. The next you are in what feels like a
family sitting room, with ancient, gnarled oak floorboards underfoot,
welcoming sofas and a huge flat screen television. “Our philosophy is to have
happy, comfortable and welcoming interiors,” Tansu explains. “Our simple
and functional exterior design combined with beach house style interiors
have been well recognised and inspired many designers since 2011.”
This is something of an understatement. Tansu yachts have won seven
major international plaudits since 2011 – the latest being a Boat International
Design & Innovation Award, earlier this year, for Cyclone. The judges noted
that Tansu’s signature “minesweeper look” had been softened, paying
particular tribute to the well-integrated superstructure, which “provides
plenty of both open and protected outdoor living space while actually
increasing the interior volume available to the owner”.
Tansu’s hands-on approach to building, and the financial risk he takes
with each project, results in a very personal build. As his delivery skipper
Dylan Brown says, “every customer becomes a member of his family”. Has
Tansu ever turned a customer down because they wouldn’t fit into that
family? “Sure,” Brown says with a grin.
Cyclone hit the water in September 2017 and spent that autumn steaming
around the Bosphorus, before making the 1,500 nautical mile crossing to
Italy, then up to Rapallo, close to Genoa. It was a typically stormy December
passage at times – the yacht ploughed on through gale-force winds and three
metre seas. It wasn’t exactly fun, the skipper says, but the boat was the equal
of the conditions, with her low centre of gravity, relatively broad beam and
CMC Marine stabilisers. The journey took six days. “The seakeeping on this
boat is amazing,” Brown says. “You’ll be coming up to a harbour feeling like
you’re doing three knots, when in fact it’s more like 16 knots.”
Tansu has been on board for a couple of weeks with friends and family.
The trip is partly for fun, partly for the serious purpose of honing the design
for the next boats, two of which are already in build. Is there anything he
wishes he had done differently? “A wardrobe for coats,” he says after some
deep thought. “It’s the sort of thing you don’t notice until you come here in
the winter, but it’s a pain that you have to give your coat to someone to tidy
away somewhere else. I’m going to include that on all my new boats.”
The question is, where? The saloon is such a clean, clear space, it’s hard
to see where you could hide a wardrobe. White gloss panelling with
horizontal lines runs all around the walls, punctuated only by doors and

In Cyclone, Tansu’s signature “minesweeper look” has been softened with a sweeping sheer line and a well integrated superstructure

With the tenders hoisted into the
water, there is plenty of entertainment
space on the aft deck and a series of
steps down to the bathing platform
is reminiscent of the balustrade
of a great house. The shorter top
deck is entirely given over to the
master suite while there are also
huge sunpads on the foredeck.
Biminis can be erected fore and aft
to create as much shade as needed

“ I D E C I D E D T O D O S O M E T H I N G V E R Y D I F F E R E N T.
I W O U L D B U I L D A B O AT A N D I F I T W O RK S,
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windows and a couple of Isamu
Noguchi-designed floor lamps, to which
Tansu seems particularly attached. The
space, like everywhere on the boat, is
bereft of those odd bits of topography
you’re used to seeing in yachts – no
cabinets in the corner to conceal pipe
runs, or technical equipment. “It’s all
worked into the fabric of the boat,”
Tansu explains. “To make something
look so simple creates a lot of extra
complexity for us.”
But the boats don’t just look simple –
in some respects they are simple. Tansu
has eschewed the wedding-cake
succession of saloons that some yachts offer in favour of a single living area
on the main deck, with two twins and a double guest cabin below, and a
master cabin above. Occupying the whole of the upper deck, that cabin has
a beach house feel, with floor-to-ceiling windows and patio doors out on
to a private deck. The finish here is the same glossy white panelling with
oak floorboards, preserving the warm, homely feel. As throughout the boat,
it’s decorated simply with some of Tansu’s aviation-inspired riveted
aluminium art. The bathroom is generous but not overbearing, with unfussy
marble sinks and shower, which also gives a rather fine view ahead as you
get ready for your day. It’s simple and it works. True, there are plans on
paper for a version of the boat with a gym and an extra deck, but Cyclone’s
325 gross tonnes is roughly equivalent to a 35 metre yacht, by Tansu’s own
admission. “Our boats are relatively small in
volume terms, but very clean architecturally.”
He also prefers traditional shaft drives to
Volvo’s IPS pods, for instance. And he has
chosen standalone Bluetooth speakers
throughout instead of a complex
entertainment network. The white panelling
in each room is machined from marine
plywood, and then painted with a lustrous,
thick white – “I don’t like tricky, different
materials,” he says. But it’s not cheap – the
speakers are Bang & Olufsen, for instance;
the twin 1,900hp Caterpillar C32 engines
among the largest that the company builds
for yachts, capable of getting Cyclone up to
at least 20 knots.
“Our main objective is to stay away from
tech challenges and keep the boat as simple

and straightforward as possible,” says Tansu, pointing to the reasonable
€37,000 per gross tonne cost of the boat. “We work hard on the architectural
concept and try to come up with solutions within the basic design, avoiding
some complex, James Bond-ish, push-button features, so that we could
spend plenty of money on the top-of-the-line technical equipment, which
would keep you safe and sound on the sea.”
He also believes that this lack of technical complexity makes the yacht
more robust for real-life use. “Imagine, you get to the Caribbean and the
push-button balcony doesn’t work. What do you do? My boats go
everywhere and in all conditions.”
It’s hard to imagine much outside living as the rain pours down in
Rapallo. But with the two tenders craned off the aft deck, there is prodigious
space here, as well as big sunpads under the
bridge windows forward. Biminis and sunshades
can be rigged fore and aft on carbon poles to turn
each space into a party, with fridges built into the
comfortable exterior sofas. Short balconies
flanking the owner’s cabin make for a more
private area, and Tansu has designed a teak and
stainless steel lounger for this exact spot.
Soon the rain will stop, and Italy will become
the glorious sun-soaked cruising ground that
draws owners and their boats back year after year.
Tansu is hoping to hang on to Cyclone long
enough to cruise her down the Amalfi Coast to
Capri, then across to Sardinia, Corsica and up to
the Côte d’Azur. If he’s lucky, there might even be
time for a dash down to Ibiza. That’s having your
cake and eating it. Or, as a gambler might say,
“heads I win, tails you lose”. B
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If you thought the days of wooden boats were
long gone – think again. Tansu Yachts is one of
just a handful of yards in Europe that builds yachts
using the cold moulding method – literally bending
thin strips of wood over a prefab wooden frame and
gluing them together.
Tansu uses strips of mahogany – “it’s got to be
mahogany every time,” he says. As a hard wood,
it is strong and dense and easy to form on the
mould. The 7.5cm thick hull is built up in at least
four layers, each with the grain running in a
different direction for strength, then soaked
in epoxy to seal and bond it.
The technique is more common in the US. When Tansu
pitches wood to European clients, they often assume
he is proposing some sort of traditional Turkish gulet.
Though he builds in steel too, he says the benefits of
wood are clear. “Cold moulding is stronger than steel,
doesn’t rust and weighs about 150 tonnes less than
steel would on Cyclone.”

The interior is warm but simple. Described as “beach house” in style, with its vintage oak floorboards, it still feels rather sophisticated

			

Riza Tansu’s designer touch is everywhere: from the aero aluminium artwork to the obsessively indirect lighting
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“ O U R M A I N O B J E C T I V E I S T O S TAY AWAY F RO M T E C H
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The heart of Cyclone is undoubtedly the
dining saloon, the double-height forward
wall of which is entirely given over to Riza
Tansu’s collection of large-format coffee

The epicentre of the boat is Tansu’s multifunction library. The space offers convivial family dining, coffeemaking and wine-cooling facilities, a dumb waiter to communicate with the galley below and a 3m high
ceiling in the tall library itself, which dominates the forward part of this area

table books. As with the rest of the boat,
reclaimed, re-engineered oak floorboards
and subtle indirect lighting give it an
appealing warmth. This is complemented by
the daylight that floods in through the glass
well around the stairs, and the three metre
ceiling height at the library end. “It’s good in
the winter,” Tansu says. “Very cosy.”
The dining table, by Rossana Orlandi, has
been built for the space – 3.5 metres long
and one metre wide. It juxtaposes thick
strips of ash, still bearing its bark, with
crystal clear acrylic – the glue that holds the
whole thing together. A dumb waiter system
fires food up from the galley below, while an
attentive crew member or impatient guest
can make coffee in a little alcove christened
“the bus-shelter”. It is a space for breakfast

from Ibiza bohemia to Ottoman chic,
hairstyles to Magnum photography, many
transplanted from Tansu’s own home.
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inspiration. There are tomes on everything,
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with the family or for browsing the library for

S P E C S
TA N S U

CYCLONE

Upper deck

Main d eck

YAC H TS

Lower deck

Well read:
a 3m high
library is
a stand-out
feature

Some view:
the owner
can look
out front
from the
shower

Sleep well:
a forward
VIP and
two doubles
are on the
lower deck

Party time:
the aft
deck can be
shaded and
there are
fridges in
the sofas

10m

Toy room:
one 6m and
one 4.2m
tender can
fit on the
aft deck

5m

0m

LOA 43.7m
LWL 42.43m
Beam 8.4m
Draught (full load)
1.9m
Gross tonnage
325GT

Engines
2 x 1,900hp
Caterpillar C32

Generators
2 x 55kW Northern
Lights

Speed max/cruise
20/16 knots

Fuel capacity
25,000 litres

Range at 12 knots
1,850nm

Freshwater capacity
4,800 litres

Tenders
1 x 6.2m Rupert R6
Tansu Edition;
1 x 4.2m Zodiac Pro

Classification
RINA Pleasure Class

Owners/guests 8

Exterior styling and
Interior design
Tansu Yachts

Crew 5
Construction Wood
composite hull and
superstructure
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Naval architecture
Diana Yacht Design

Builder/year
Tansu Yachts/2017
Istanbul, Turkey
t: +90 216 413 1106
e: info@rizatansu.com
w: rizatansu.com
For sale
Via Tansu Yachts

